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The Beloved Animals
The animals are under a great deal of stress. The vibratory changes of our evolving planet
are difficult for the animals. Their electrical systems cannot adapt as easily as ours to the
rising vibrations. Additionally, their planetary service, as part of the Elemental kingdom,
involves the absorption of our negativity into their own electrical systems. In other
words, the animals have their own struggles with the electrical shifts of the planet, yet
also selflessly serve us by absorbing our negativity too.
In addition, animals are not born with the electrical filters necessary to buffer out modern
man’s technological dissonance. This dissonance bothers them continuously. Think
fingernails on a chalkboard. Thanks to our technology, this is the kind of noise the
animals hear all the time.
This combination of circumstances leaves the animals raw and electrically overloaded.
Most animals greatly need and appreciate Flower Essences. They dramatically ease an
animal's burdens, offering them vital information about solving problems they have never
had to face until now, such as buffering out manmade technological dissonance.
Animals are much like children in their keen ability to read the vibration of Flower
Essences and shift gears in response to the Essences’ energetic gifts. Just as with
children, it is rare for animals to question their right to receive the healing information
offered by Essences the way adult humans sometimes do. They usually welcome all the
healing benefits of Flower Essences in short order and in this way teach us yet another
lesson in love.
From day one, Green Hope Farm has been called to serve the animals. In February of
2000, we were guided to create a collection of 22 remedies addressing issues that animals
frequently confront. This collection reflects what we’ve learned during our many years
working with hundreds of thousands of animals. This collection has proved a godsend
for animals and also people, as the collection is fabulous for people too.
The journey of Green Hope Farm Flower Essences out into the world has a life of its
own. I am deeply grateful that service to the animals is a central part of the plan.

Rescue Animals
There is no group on the planet that can benefit more from Flower Essences than rescue
animals. Early trauma and abuse deeply affects their electrical wiring and causes them to
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have great difficulty being present in their post rescue life experiences. Flower Essences
support healing exactly where the damage has been done, in the animal's electrical
system.
Most animals will readily choose the positive role model of Flower Essences over
negative energies. However, when an animal's electrical wiring has been deeply
damaged by negative interactions with humans, as is the case with most rescue animals,
this process of letting Flower Essences inform and improve an animal's health may take
longer than the lightning response of a more balanced animal.
It has been our experience that rescue animals need to work with Flower Essences longer
than untraumatized animals in order to learn all they can from the Essences. Their
electrical systems are such that they have more to untangle, and because their electrical
systems are in more of a tangle, they usually need more exposures to an Essence before
they can collect all the data they need from the remedy. However, when they learn what
they can learn from the Essences, the changes are often miraculous.

The truth is, Flower Essences are an incredible healing tool for rescue animals
because Essences are all about healing and untangling the electrical logjams, the
very logjams that trauma and abuse causes.
Just remember, it may take time and repeated exposure to the Flower Essences before
signs of improvement are evident and the animal has integrated all of the healing data
that the Flower Essences have to offer.
We are grateful every day that rescue animals has been a major focus of our work. Please
do not hesitate to email or call us with any questions you have about working with Flower
Essences and your rescue animal or animals!

"I always have to marvel at the understanding of the animals. I prepared a small dish of water
with the Flower Essences in it and my dog watched this whole procedure. Then I held it out
for her and she just drank it. No argument or hassle. Amazing. I am really finding these
fascinating to use. They are very powerful and subtle at the same time." L.S., Concord, MA
"Received our Essences yesterday. Couldn't understand why my Great Dane was in my face
(literally) for hours after they arrived until bedtime when I went to give all the pets their
drops. . . her attitude was like, 'well finally!' " T.C., Thornton, CO
"My horse is much better. It has been a major lesson in trust for me. There is a part of me
saying, 'Yeah, sure, this is going to work! Are you nuts?' The other side is thinking, 'Wow, this
is wonderful and so simple.' I feel like I have watched a miracle. He is almost 100% sound.
Amazing." S.L., Millbrook, NY
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“My dog Smoke just loves the flowers, when she feels she needs some she sits up and begs and I
have to go through a three step process: first drip some into her mouth directly, second drip some
into my hand for her to lick, third put some in my hands and rub her down with it. She’s not
content unless I do all three! We are so happy with her response to the essences.” M.W.,
Guilford, CT
“Since I began the use of the special mixture that you prepared things have changed for the
better by 200%. There has been no urinating except in the litter. Jake is no longer food
possessive. He had only been interested in playing not sitting and being petted/scratched. Now
he sits very calmly and seeks out this type of affection as the other two always do… I cannot
express how grateful I am.” C.A., Clayton, NC
“A friend had a llama who needed dentistry work done so took her to the vet where as part of
the dentistry work the vet sedated her. After it was done and the sedation wore off, Sassy the
llama wouldn’t stand up. My friend Jenny tried all sorts of things to help her & eventually
made a sling to hold her up because she was afraid Sassy was getting crushed nerves in her legs
from the weight of her body always lying down on them. Even in the sling Sassy wouldn’t use
her legs to hold herself up. It had been 3 ½ weeks of her not standing since the dentistry work
when I made up a mix of your essences and took them down to Sassy. I put some on her food as
well as some drops on her nose, which trickled down into her mouth. Remarkably the next day
after beginning the flower essences she was standing, so thank you from Sassy and Jenny!”
K.N., Amberley, New Zealand
“My kitty and I both look forward to our drops every day! I am amazed how much he loves
them. Infinite Blessings.” J.M., Brooklyn, NY
“A short story to relay to you about our dog Cinder and his reaction to your Flower Essence.
I’ve been putting the drops on his food and when my husband went to feed him and didn’t put
the drops in, Cinder just looked at him, looked at the food and back again at my husband. He
wouldn’t eat his food without the Essences! So I went in, put the Essences in his food and he
began eating his food. Thought that was really cool- he knows what he needs.” B.V.,
Rochester, IL
“Just wanted to tell you about the success I’ve been having with Flower Essences I’ve been
giving to an old horse I rescued from a neglectful owner. Jake was at death’s door. Now he is
really coming around and our relationship is becoming one of mutual trust. He gets healthier
every day. I also put a few drops of Essences…in the trough that all the horses drink from, just
to see what would happen I guess. The next day when I came to care for Jake, all of the other
horses came down to say hello. They had never done that before. And I cannot adequately
describe the tranquil atmosphere that surrounded them in that special time we had together.”
We received this second missive, “Just wanted to give you an update on Jake, my “miracle
horse”. He really is a miracle. Just two months ago I didn’t think he’d survive much longer.
Now, thanks to Flower Essences along with lots of TLC, he’s rideable! And he’s one of the
sweetest, best horses I’ve ever had the pleasure to know.” D.G., Hedgesville, WV
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“A new client, who had not previously used essences, contacted me about her 14 year old cat
friend. He had been diagnosed with two physical conditions that are considered by allopathic
veterinary medicine to be terminal. Willing to try essences with him, her mind spun in circles,
attempting to understand what (essences) were and how they could make a difference. We
spoke again four days into his essence experience. She elatedly recounted that after two days of
receiving essences, he resumed some of his favorite activities. With great emotion, she described
astonishment and thrill at awakening to the sound of him scratching the mattress for a treat.
Before essences, she thought he’d never do that again, much less sit on pillows looking out of a
window and bird watching. Both she and the holistic vet who is working with them exclaim
the change with the use of the essences is dramatic.” P.L., Keswick, VA
“I started Brutus on a combination of Trillium, Amaryllis, Abandonment & Abuse and Flee
Free. The results were quick and remarkable. While he is still a very active, exuberant and
loving dog, he has calmed down significantly and seems to have a much better body awareness.
He is far less likely to go crashing into things and people and can even jump up on the bed
without stepping on anyone. The changes were evident within 24 hours...I have also had
occasion to try the combinations for Jealousy, Spraying and Healthy Coat on other dogs. In all
cases, we are seeing results… One of the cutest things with my own group of dogs is that now,
when I bring out the box with their remedies they all gather around me. I put my hand on the
side of their faces and say "open, flowers". They are all responding now by opening their
mouths with no struggle. I have a pretty special group of dogs, but your flower remedies has
made them even more enjoyable." H.B., Garner, NC
“I forgot to give an update on my little 10 year old rat terrier adoptee (Tzi Tzi). She actually
likes it when I give her the essences. I put them on her front paws, and she licks them off. She’s
doing very well, and I think she loves being in a home after 8 years in a puppy mill and two at
the humane society. I wish you could see the expression on her face when she sees me take them
too!” L.O., Winston-Salem, NC
“The best story, however, is my rescue fight dog. He was almost catatonic when the rescue
group saved him. All of his teeth were gone & he hadn’t seen the light of day for almost a year.
He was still pretty messed up when I got him. He had serious irritable bowel & lots of fears. I
started him on the remedies the minute they got here. He was feeling really poorly for about 4
days- then, the next morning my eyes almost fell out of my head! When I went downstairs to
feed him, I was greeted by a new dog! He was standing up (not cowering in the corner,)
wagging his tail & really glad to see me! His energy had completely shifted & he hasn’t looked
back since. His digestive problems were solved & he has since had nothing but pick-up-able
poops! His whole space has great energy to it. It took me four months to get him to go outside.
Now, he’s put 2 & 2 together & knows to go outside to “do his business!” We have gotten him
some toys & he loves to romp & roll around in the sun & play like a puppy! They think he’s
between 10-12 yrs old- but you couldn’t prove that today!” K.B., Louisville KY
“I am always referring clients to you and recommending essences for their pets. Many have
told me that your essences have changed the lives of their beloved pets. This makes me so very
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happy, so I wanted to tell you. I also have been working with (a woman) at the Humane
Society for several years now. When she saw how beneficial the flower essences were when I
used them on the shelter cats, she was a believer. Even the director of the shelter got onboard so
now they order their own essences, and I help with identifying who needs what. We have seen
some wonderful results.” J.C., MA
“I want to thank you. To try & make a long story short- my daughter and I found a dog tied to
a chair while on vacation. We bathed him and it turned out he was a pug. We flew him home
with us, and he joined our dog family. He was ok at first then after a month became territorial,
possessive and bit someone who visited at the door. We tried classes, clickers, doggie day care
along with love and exercise. It started to look like it wasn’t going to work. I couldn’t pet my
other dogs without him getting in their faces. I called pug rescue. I talked to an animal
communicator who referred me to you. All I can say is that pug rescue called last week and had
a space. I told them no, thank you. He’s part of the family now, and I believe it is because of
the flower essences that he has relaxed and let go of all his fear (except thunder and fireworks).
When I heard of flower remedies, I wasn’t skeptical or sure. I was hopeful but neutral. Now
I’m sure! Thank you so much.” K.T., Fort Collins, CO
“Wanted to let you know that Elsa (my rescue cat) is showing enormous improvement! She
now waits for me as I feed her and she is actually nudging me and purring!” P.C.,
Philadelphia, PA
“Thank you so much for the loving work that you do at Green Hope Farm. With this latest
shipment of essences, I am preparing for all situations that involve my sweet dog, Bear. I tried
out Feverfew, Red Clover and Pink Tecoma as soon as I opened the box. The results were
instantaneous. Bear is a rescue dog and the essences have really helped to stabilize him. Now
that he has been taking them for some time, he can feel results much more quickly. Thank you
for the natural, magical means of helping my precious pooch enjoy life to the fullest.” D.H., IL
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